WHITE PAPER

Zero downtime
How to use real-time data to attain the
‘Holy Grail’ of manufacturing.

Introduction: Why Data Is At
The Center Of The Industrial
Revolution 4.0
Imagine for a second the power that harnessing
real-time data holds in manufacturing
environments…
A quality manager on a printer production floor notices a
problem with the installation of printer heads. Several of the
parts appear to be cracked. Using the iPad he’s carrying, he
scans a barcode to bring up the part’s record, enters notes
about the problem he’s identified, as well as snaps close-up
photos of the cracked printer heads.
At the same time upstairs in the back office, the Director
of Quality’s live data dashboards, monitoring quality and
production, update instantly. He also receives an alert in his
email inbox, noting that another printer head problem has
been recorded on the floor. His email includes a link to the
detailed record, showing a picture of the printer head and
notes on the non-conforming printer heads.
He pulls up a comprehensive view of all reported printer head
problems from the last 72 hours and ascertains that all nonconforming parts seem to be coming from one supplier, so
he emails a shared view of the report to his printer head part
supplier. His supplier receives the report with detailed data to
review and begins to work toward resolving this issue.
This all happens in seconds.
Sound impossible? It’s not. Modern, mobile technology
provides manufacturers the ability to streamline critical tasks
and avoid costly production downtime or quality issues like
never before. Best of all, the technology used to support this
scenario is more simple and accessible than ever before.
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According to new data collected by Vanson Bourne of GE
Digital, 82% of companies surveyed across industries were
hit the hardest financially by unplanned downtime. The
survey found that unplanned downtime also resulted in loss
of customer trust and productivity. So how do companies

82% OF COMPANIES SURVEYED

address this phenomenon? The secret lies in effective data
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collection.
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Manufacturing data has always existed. It’s existed since

UNPLANNED DOWNTIME.1
– VANSON BOURNE OF GE DIGITAL

the Ford Model Ts rumbled off the first “modern” production
line. Ever since, manufacturers have long been tracking this
data using clipboards, paper, and in more recent times, on
spreadsheets. While the way manufacturers produce products
has become increasingly sophisticated due to technological
advancements, the way that many track and more importantly,
leverage, their data still is reminiscent of 20th-century
practices.
While manufacturers have long collected data, until recently,
they haven’t done much with it. The problem with tracking
data on paper or spreadsheets is that it usually stays on paper
or in spreadsheets. Nobody looks at it. Nobody analyzes it.
Nobody shares it. Nobody acts on it. They don’t take these
actions, because doing so is either complex, difficult or simply
too time-consuming. Of course, this completely defeats the
purpose of collecting data.
Modern, mobile technologies and software solve this problem
by not only making data collection faster and easier, but also
making the results of these efforts meaningful, measurable
and actionable. Simply put, manufacturers now have the ability
to analyze, share, and take action on data in real-time. Why
does this matter? If manufacturers want to eliminate downtime,
leveraging data to drive decisions is an increasingly critical
practice.
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Harley Davidson, for example, uses sensors to monitor and
collect humidity data in their painting operations. If humidity
levels rise, they can identify the change immediately and
reroute parts to a different part of the plant or adjust fan
speeds. This helps reduce repainting, maximizes plant
efficiency, increases overall quality and eliminates downtime.
The business case for data is clear. Those who can efficiently
capture data and effectively use it to improve their operations
will have a competitive edge over those who don’t. If you want
to benefit from this same competitive edge, you will need
to follow four best practices for leveraging data to avoid or
eliminate downtime.

1. Collect Better Data: Replace
Paper Or Spreadsheets With
Software
Whether or not you collect and analyze data, critical events
are occurring in your operations every minute, every hour, and
every day. The more quality data you can collect, the more
opportunities you will have to optimize your business and
prevent problems before they occur.
This is where new mobile and web-based software solutions
can really help. If you’re still tracking data using paper forms or
spreadsheets, ask yourself:
•

How easy is it to mine your data for insights?

•

How often do you review and/or analyze the data that
you collect?

•

How easy is it to locate the appropriate data when there’s
a problem on the line?

•

Are you able to make clear, definitive and timely decisions
based on the data you have?

If collecting and analyzing data is difficult, it might be time to
consider an alternative. Replacing paper and spreadsheets
with software all but eliminates the need to re-key data into
another system, freeing up employees’ time to work on other
critical tasks. More importantly, because the data is captured
and centralized instantly, it means you can analyze the data
in real-time. No more waiting for end-of-day, end-of-week or
end-of-month reports. All your decision-making data is right at
your fingertips.
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2. Track Data As It’s Created:
Leverage New Mobile
Technologies
When it comes to data collection and analysis, location
matters. Imagine the field or floor worker when he or she is
doing a quality control check or performing a site inspection
during an audit; these employees always have immediate
access to the data they’re collecting because the event
producing data is occurring right there, right then. But what
about the rest of the organization? Using mobile technologies
to capture and report on this data as it is produced provides
instant visibility across the organization. If inspectors at two
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different remote locations are reporting the same problem, the
team back at the home office with access to reports running
off of the centralized data can see this just as immediately
as the floor or field employee. This allows problems to be
identified and remedied more quickly or before they occur—
thus decreasing the chance of downtime.
Remote or on-site data capture can also provide important
context. Again, a field or shop floor worker doing a quality
control check can use their mobile device to snap a photo
of a broken part or record audio of the sound that a broken
machine is making. This can be hugely helpful for backoffice and other floor employees in diagnosing and solving a
potential problem.

3. Streamline Tasks, Processes:
Automate Critical Workflows And
Processes
Better and more accurate data collection also provides the
ability to begin automating key processes. For example, a field
inspector auditing the delivery of a new shipment may identify
a problem with a particular product; in this scenario, let’s say
the product contains a missing or broken part. Rather than
calling the office to report the problem or order a replacement
part, the data that the inspector enters by easily scanning a
barcode can trigger an email alert to a local technician in the
area who can respond immediately. Furthermore, another
alert can automatically go to the main office to sign off on the
repair and notify them to reconcile the cost of the defective
parts with the appropriate supplier. It’s easy to see that by
leveraging data, workflows that may have previously taken a
few days or even a few weeks can be addressed within a few
hours. This means that only quality parts are reaching your
production lines, which should translate into less overall waste,
and most importantly, decreased chances of downtime due to
defective inventory.
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Automating critical workflows also means you can track and
measure them. This not only prevents critical tasks from
falling through the proverbial cracks, but it also provides more
accountability and insight. For example, you will be able to
answer questions, such as:
•

How long does it typically take a task to complete?

•

Which of my contractors are most responsive?
What suppliers take the longest to ship parts?

•

What equipment or tools may need preventive
maintenance?

•

What shop floor employees may benefit from being
re-trained on a certain process?

These are all important questions that streamlining tasks can
help to answer.

4. Enable Real-Time Reporting:
Drive Informed Decision Making
Across The Enterprise
Once again, the whole point of collecting better and more
accurate data is so you can do something with it. This is where
reporting and analysis comes into play. Data, presented in a
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meaningful way, inarguably has the ability to help people make
better decisions.
Analyzing data isn’t something that replaces experience or
even professional hunches. Rather, data can be used to both
validate and help communicate gut feelings about potential
problems or opportunities in the form of visual charts or
graphs. In many situations, a suspicion around a potential
problem can often be validated and identified with a simple
bar chart or pie graph.

Conclusion: Effective Use
Of Data Translates Into Less
Downtime
Real-time data collection and analysis provide unparalleled
visibility into your manufacturing operations. It allows you to
deep dive into a particular process or stage of the production
line and find opportunities for improvement and savings.
For example, if charts are revealing potential problems with
a particular piece of inventory or stage of the line, you can
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click into reports to review the root data behind it. All in all,
this means that you can more easily see trends to help you
prevent downtime or to help you increase overall productivity
making your data more effective.

Case in Point:
3DSYSTEMS
To improve efficiencies, 3D Systems wanted a solution that
provided real-time quality control metrics on the manufacturing
floor. Using TrackVia, they are now able to capture quality
control data using tablets, and that data is reported in real-time
on monitors throughout the building. Any issues identified on
the manufacturing floor are now identified in minutes, versus
hours or weeks, which has resulted in significant cost savings.
SEWON
Sewon wanted to leverage a mobile solution to replace
ineffective paper-based tracking of quality and inventory
workflows, which cost them $30,000 per month in paper
alone. Using TrackVia, floor employees are now armed
with mobile devices and wearable technologies, so they
can collect and track data in real-time at each stage of the
line. With real-time reporting in the back office, Sewon’s
management team has gained newfound visibility into their
operations, so they can ensure their products meet their high
standards for quality.

About TrackVia
If you’re ready to eliminate downtime and skyrocket your business’s potential, contact us today. TrackVia is the
fastest, simplest, and most cost-effective way to transform your business— plus, it easily scales as you grow!
Backed by the most-trusted and most intuitive low-code platform (and the industry’s best customer experience),
you can rest assured knowing we’ll help you every step of the way.
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